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We are reminded
that the Lord’s Day,
Sunday, and Sabbath
are one in their call
to limit our activity,
revel in creation,
stand in readiness
of the gospel –
and, yes...

Gone Fishin’
Louis Armstrong and Bing Crosby were not the first to laud “Gone
fishin’.” They were preceded at least by Jesus, his disciples, and of
course Simon Peter. It is not for nothing that fishing and discipleship
are equated. Both rely on purpose, patience, and perseverance – and
both revel in an appreciation of the mysteries of creation.
We are reminded about the connection with “fishing” in Nancy
Taylor’s address at the LDA’s conference on “The Regenerative
Sabbath: Sunday, Sabbath, and Renewal,” as this issue of eSunday
Magazine draws from that event. Her article is followed by equally
insightful pieces by David Killian, Kelly Steinhaus, Joel La Rue Smith,
and Jasmine Gothelf
Their articles are followed by pieces by LDA President John Hinkle
and a statement concerning the Presidents’ Discussion on “The Future
of Sunday,” a gathering of Seminary leaders fostered by the LDA in
association with the Association of Theological Schools in the USA
and Canada, by David Sapp, Floyd Craig, and Rodney Petersen.
Finally, this issue includes an interview with Harvard Divinity
School’s Harvey Cox on his latest book, The Market as God; a review
by LDA Board member Timothy E. Bird of A Brief History of Sunday:
From the New Testament to the New Creation, by Justo
Gonzalez; reflections by LDA Board member Peggy
Hothem on “What Happened to Leisure?” and an
article on teaching Sabbath by LDA executive assistant
Donna La Rue and Board member Lenore Tucker.
Together this issue of eSunday Magazine reminds us
that the Lord’s Day, Sunday, and Sabbath are one in
their call to limit our activity, revel in creation, stand in
readiness of the gospel – and, yes, “go fishing”!

Claire Wolfteich— Boston University
School of Theology

Published by Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing, Co.
ISBN 978-0-8028-6583-0

$16.00 Paperback

Rodney L. Petersen
Executive Director of the Lord’s Day Alliance
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by Nancy Taylor

Simon Peter exclaims,

“I’m going fishing!”
Barely is this non-sequitur out of Simon Peter’s
mouth than the others chime in, “Me, too!”
In the final chapter of John’s gospel the followers of Jesus—those upon
which the future of Christianity depends—go fishing. And as sometimes
happens when fishermen go fishing, they catch nothing—not one puny
fish.
Just as the sun begins to peek over the horizon, out of nowhere, the
resurrected Jesus appears. He is standing on the beach. And he’s peering out toward the boat in which his followers are fishing. “Children,” he
yells across the water, “Have you caught anything?”
They have not. The Son of God, Savior of the world—he who was
crucified, died and was buried—yells back, “Cast your net over there!”
They do. And their nets fill with fish. So many are they, and so large, that
these muscled fishermen barely have the strength to haul in the net.
When they finally do haul them in, and drag their weary, starving,
fish-smelling selves to the shore, there is Jesus, grilling fish on a fire,
making breakfast for his friends. And so John the Evangelist brings to a
conclusion his story of Jesus: a night of old friends, recreational fishing,
followed by breakfast on the beach.
Now, if you were a fisherman-preacher, you might take special notice
of this story. It might even give you ideas. Which is exactly what happened to the Rev. Joseph Seccomb, an early New England parson who
loved to fish.
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Joseph Seccomb dared argue for the pursuit of
recreation as a spiritual undertaking:
“inoffensive to God.”
Every year during the fishing season, Rev. Seccomb
took his vacation at Amoskeag Falls in New Hampshire,
where he went to fish.1 Daily, except on Sunday, he
rose early before the sun shone, packed a hunk of hard
cheese, a loaf of bread, a jug of beer, lifted his rod,
climbed up on his horse, and rode out to do what
Simon Peter and the disciples did: go fishing.
Once arrived, he joined his buddies, and a parcel
of other recreational fishermen. They waded into the
Merrimack River, and there among the rapids and falls,
ripples and rocks, they fished. They fished, and fished,
and fished and fished, catching salmon, herring, alewives, and eels.
Now, the early Congregationalists were outdoor enthusiasts. They spent a lot of time outdoors.
However, whatever outdoor enthusiasms stirred in
their blood, the stirring had to be stilled on Sunday.
Sundays were for devotion, for prayer and bible reading, for worship services and all manner of Godly
instruction. That is, until the year 1739.
It was in 1739, during the fishing season, while
on his vacation in Amoskeag Falls, that this colonial
preacher, the Rev. Joseph Seccomb (1706-1760),
mounted the pulpit of a little rural meeting house near
where he was fishing, and preached a cheeky sermon.
His sermon was an impassioned, pious, and scholarly defense, not only of recreational fishing, but of recreational fishing on the Sabbath Day. Taking as his text
the fishing story in the final chapter of John’s gospel,
Rev. Seccomb argued that the great creator of Heaven
and earth condones fishing as necessary to the health
of the body—fish being nourishing–and that it is God’s
highest will for us that we recreate and socialize, even
on the Sabbath Day, by resting from our labors, enjoying one another’s good company, and delighting in
the gifts and graces of nature.
He reminds his hearers that, not only does Jesus
permit the enjoyment of recreational fishing, he even
supports and encourages it, by pointing out where
the fish are to be found. Joseph Seccomb’s sermon,
printed in 1743,2 is the earliest-known document
pertaining to recreation in the colonial period.3 All of
American fishing literature traces its origins to
this sermon.

So, the next time you think of Sabbath rest,
remember Joseph Seccomb, this eccentric and
devoted fisherman preacher, an early minister who
turned Sunday into a day of delight: a day of rivers,
dappled and dancing with sunlight; the thrill of the
hunt; secretive creatures beneath the dark waters;
the pull of the rod, heavy with meat; the winning of
protein and camaraderie.
Remember our brother Joseph Seccomb, who
dared argue for the pursuit of recreation as a spiritual undertaking: in his words, “inoffensive to God.”
And remember the conclusion of John’s gospel, a
night of old friends and recreational fishing —
followed by breakfast on the beach.
Rev. Dr. Nancy S. Taylor, senior
minister and CEO of Old South Church,
is a recognized preacher and teacher,
previously serving churches in ID, CT,
and ME. She was Moderator of the UCC
General Synod and President of the UCC’s
MA Conference. She is on the Yale Divinity
School Dean’s Advisory Council, chairing
its task force on The Revitalization of
Christianity.

1 Amoskeag (“Good Fishing Place”) is near a
50-foot drop in the Merrimack River near
Manchester, NH, where fish swim upriver
to spawn. See this 1906 image and this
description.
2 “Business and diversion inoffensive to God,
and necessary for the comfort and support
of human society,” Boston : S. Kneeland &
T. Green, 1743; Full text in four segments:
a) Section 1 ; b) Section 2 ; c) Section 3 ; d)
Section 4 ; See also this World Cat reference.
3 Seccomb cited Izak Walton’s work on fishing,
The Compleat Angler, or the Contemplative
Man’s Recreation (1653, Marriot, London:
a) a digitized text of the 1897 edition ; see
also Walton’s title page, citing John 25:3, on
which Seccomb based his sermon.
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T H E R E G E N E R AT I V E S A B B AT H

Celtic

Spirituality
and the
Sabbath
by David Killian

T

oday, some say they’re ‘spiritual, but not religious.’ Others call themselves “nones”:
affiliated with no one gathered faith community, but attracted to mystical spirituality
more broadly.1 For these people, I’d like to describe three aspects of Celtic spirituality
and show how they may be linked to the Sabbath or the Lord’s Day. 2

1. In response to the question, “Where is God?,”
Celtic spirituality would reply, : “Everywhere!”
For John MacQuarrie, an Anglican theologian,
the defining characteristic of Celtic spirituality is
its sense of the immanence of God,3 the idea that
God is “in here,” as distinguished from the transcendence of God, the idea that God is “up there.”
(Macquarrie also notes, in his apologetic study of
systematic theology, the orthodox holding that
God is also everywhere, in every created thing,
explaining that this is not pantheism, which says
God is these things; but panentheism, “God in all
things.)4
2. A 13th century mystic, Meister Eckhardt, of
Germany,5 also raised the question, “How do you
see God?”
If God is neither an object, nor a thing, there is no
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vantage place from which to stand and look
at God as we look at other things. God has no
parts: God is one. So how do you see God?
Eckhardt said: “My eyes are God’s eyes, and
God’s eyes are my eyes.” For Eckhardt, the
only way to see God is if God is in your eyes,
seeing God.
Each of us is also an expression of God in the
world. If I look through my eyes to see you,
through God looking through my eyes, I also
see you as an expression of God in the world.
God is in everyone; we are all created in God’s
image. So you are your expression of Godin-the-world, Rabbi Moshe is a Rabbi Moshe
expression of God-in-the-world; Rev. Tom Ryan
is a Tom-Ryan-expression-of-God-in-the-world.
Celtic spirituality also has a particular under-

standing of revelation, holding that God both
reveals the Good News through the Scriptures,
and through what might be called the book
of nature, in the created world. In the book of
Genesis, after each day of creation, we are told
that God saw this beautiful nature to be good. In
Celtic thinking, then, we can see and experience
God in nature, and in each other.
3. A third dimension of Celtic spirituality answers the
question, “Where do you find God?”
In answering this question, I’d like to mention the
Celtic concept of ‘thin places.’ I’ve been to the
Isle of Iona, which is described as a ‘thin place,’
several times. When I got off the boat, something
took over. It could have been my imagination, but
I quickly felt I was in a very, very holy place.
The term “thin place” suggests that the distance
between ordinary earthly reality and the divine
reality of God’s presence is a little bit less than
what we normally experience. There’s a greater
sense of intimacy with the divine. In a way, it
follows on the Celtic understanding of the revelation of God in nature described above. In a
‘thin place;’ there’s a thinner barrier between the
earthly and the divine.
I’m speaking here of Christian experience, but a
New York Times travel 6 writer has recently applied
this idea to his own appreciation for global points
of ephemeral beauty and prayerfulness that move
the soul.
To relate this to the Sabbath: In Sabbath time, we
step away from the ordinary. Going into worship, for
me, is an experience like that of Moses’ encounter
with God in the burning bush: afire, but not consumed. I’m standing on holy ground; like Moses I
may even metaphorically want to take my shoes off.
I settle in, begin to look at the place I’m in. And even
if the church, or synagogue, or wherever I might be,
doesn’t seem physically as beautiful as it might be, in
my imagination, it’s a beautiful place.
I think of the sanctuary where we gather together
in the church as a thin place, but it’s also a thin time.
We need to step away, at least once a week, to gather with our brothers and sisters, to experience this
thin place and time—this sense of intimate encounter with God, absent any impediments—together.
When we go to worship, we can sense that it is like
Moses’ encounter with God in the burning bush, in a
very thin place, in a thin time.
Those who participate in the Christian liturgy are
nourished by the word spoken from both the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures; we’re also nourished by
the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist. Then,
strengthened by Word and Sacrament, we go out to
live out Matthew 25, where Jesus says “I was hun-

gry, and you fed me; I was thirsty and you gave me
drink; I was naked and you clothed me; I was sick or
in prison and you visited me.”
We can go out and serve our neighbors, our sisters and brothers in the world, recalling the parable
of the Good Samaritan, who, caring for the person
laying by the side of the road, exemplified Jesus’
answer to the question: “Who is our neighbor?” as
the person who ministered to someone in need.
An understanding of Celtic spirituality includes
and enhances Sabbath practice; Sabbath practice
deepens and allows for the expression of an essentially Celtic sense of human care and communality.7
Those who say they are “spiritual but not religious,”
may discover that by entering into a Sabbath thin
place, they can be brought into touch with a deep,
nourishing spirituality, find meaning in their lives,
and great strength for living in our world.
Rev. Dr. David Killian is President of the
Board of Cooperative Metropolitan Ministries
(CMM) and Chaplain of the Commission
on Ministry of the Episcopal Diocese of MA.
In 1992, he founded the Ruah Spirituality
Institute at All Saints Parish, Brookline, which
brought together interfaith voices and which
became a part of CMM in 2010. He is a member of Grace
Episcopal Church in Newton.
1 See: Lipka, M., “A Closer Look at Religious Nones,” Pew Research
Trust, May 15, 2015; books by J. E. White and others: , and the
Pew 2014 Religious Landscape Study.
2 Bradly, I., Celtic Christianity: Making Myths and Chasing Dreams,
(Edinburg Univ. Press), 1999; The Celtic Way, 2nd ed., (Darton
Longman & Todd Ltd) 2004; Olsen, T., Christianity and the
Celts, (Oxford: Lion Books), 2003; Meek, D., The Quest for Celtic
Christianity, (Aberdeen: Handsel Press), 2000; Bittarello, M.
B., "Reading Texts, Watching Texts," in: Llewellyn, D., Reading
Spiritualities: Constructing and Representing the Sacred, (Aldershot:
Ashgate), 2008.
3 Purdy, V., The Christology of John Macquarrie, (NYC: Peter Lang
Press, 2009; pp. 156-160) discusses Macquarrie interest in these
terms and that of two other 20th c. theologians, J.A.T. Robinson
and J. Moltmann.
4 See Macquarrie, J., Principles of Christian Theology, (2nd ed.,
NYC, NY: C. Scribner’s), 1977, pp. 119-121; 152, et. passim.
See also: Cummings, J., Macquarrie, A Master of Theology, (NYC:
Paulist Press), 2002 , pp. 37-8 et pass., and Reese, W., Dictionary
of Philosophy and Religion, (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities
Press), 1996: “Immanence,” (p. 332, n.4); “Transcendence,” (p.
780, n.2); and “Panentheism” (p. 545).
5 Johannes Eckhardt von Hocheim, O.P., (1260-1328); Sermon
IV (Ecclestcs.24:30): True Hearing; (Lines 35-6): ‘The eye with
which I see God is the same with which God sees me. My eye
and God's eye is one eye, and one sight, and one knowledge,
and one love,’ trans. Colledge, E. and B. McGinn; preface by H.
Smith. (London: SPCK), 1981.
6 The present article speaks to Christian experience; a New
York Times writer recently applied the idea to his own global
appreciation of points of ephemeral beauty and prayerfulness
that move the soul: “Where Heaven and Earth Come Closer,”
NYTimes, July 4, 2017.
7 For background on the disparity of groups linked by the name
“Celtic,” see: Sykes, Brian "Saxons, Vikings, and Celts" (2008)
W.W. Norton & Co. NY, pp. 281–284.
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What is it
that gives
you life?
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There are a lot of things in life that are not “God-things”
There are a lot of good things,
but not all things are God-things.

T

he word “regenerative” in the conference
title upholds the value of taking time to
engage in Sabbath practices that replenish
and refresh ourselves. I want to talk about this abundant life, focusing on John 10:10, where Jesus says,
“I have come that they might have life, and have it
more abundantly.”1
The word for “abundant” in the Greek means
“more than a surplus.” It connotes “beyond what is
anticipated, exceeding expectations.” Going past the
expected limit. So many times, the Christian life can
be very draining; our duties for work, school, family,
friends, and even church can be all-consuming.
In the spring of 2013, I was rowing in a pre-elite
rowing program,2 I was teaching at a middle school,
and I was spending many hours per week building
our ministry, UniteBoston.3 After 2 years of this
intensity, I was experiencing serious burn-out.
You, too, may have found yourself in that place at
some point. There really wasn’t time enough in the
day to do all that I had to get done. And then, during Spring break that year, when I was supposed to
be vacationing, I literally slept the whole week.
My pastor said, “There’s something wrong with
your schedule.” We sat down and looked at what I
was doing in my life. He said, “What are the things
that you really feel God is calling you to?” I circled a
few of those things.
Then he said, “What are the things that you
don’t feel any life from, that you could cut out if you
would?” I crossed off those things, and made changes in my schedule, linking into the places where
there was life. I had to move in with passion, and cut
out the things where I wasn’t feeling any life. That
made a huge difference.
We can’t always cut out everything: some things
are needed just to live. But I encourage you to begin
asking what things you might cut out of your life, so
you can experience more of a Sabbath day, or time,
of resting and replenishing yourself.
There are many things in life that are not “Godthings” There are a lot of good things, but not all
things are God-things. At a significant time in prayer,
God asked me, “Kelly, what is it that brings you
life?” Maybe that’s a question to ask yourself: “What
is it that really brings you life?
Pondering that question, I recognized many good
things in my life: good conversations, spontaneous
times with friends. But what really brings me life
is being active in nature. I love nature; I’m a huge
nature-nerd; I’m this nature-hippie girl in the big city

of Boston, and I really had to make an effort to do
the things that would bring me the life I needed.
I began to re-think my schedule, carving out
monthly times for hiking in the mountains, saying,
“So, this is going to be a priority.” Quarterly, I plan
for an overnight trip, just to get away from the rush.
In the summers, I actually stop living in Boston,
move out to Arizona for a month, and raft with
youth in the Grand Canyon.
It’s awesome.
Just setting aside these times for re-thinking has
helped me to rekindle my interest in the other work
I do. I encourage readers to address this issue, too.
Think about questions like,“What is it that brings
you life? What’s your greatest passion? What are you
enthusiastic about?”
The word “enthusiasm,” derived from the Greek,
means “God in you.” What boundaries can you put
in place in your life, to be sure of having enthusiasm
for the activities that remain? Howard Thurman,
who taught at Boston University in the 1970s, said,
“Don’t ask what the world needs. Ask what makes
you come alive,4 and go and do that. Because what
the world needs is people who’ve come alive.”
There are far too many people who are physically and spiritually dead. If you want to come alive,
consider being questioned in this way. Engage in a
dialogue with God.
Kelly Steinhaus pursues a career in fulltime ministry while studying part-time at
the Boston University School of Theology.
She visits Christian pastors and leaders
throughout Boston, learning what they do
within individual Christian communities,
as co-founder of the UniteBoston program,
which began from a weekly email
newsletter in the fall of 2011.
1 See KJV: I am come that they might have life,
and that they might have it more abundantly.
2 Pre-elite rowing is one of the levels in the
National Team Testing Protocol for the U.S.
Rowing Olympic feeder program.
3 UniteBoston is an ecumenical non-profit
organization encourages interactive ministry and
outreach among members of many different
Christian groups in the greater Boston area; Kelly
is its Team Leader/Executive Director.
4 Bailie, G., Violence Unveiled, (1996), p. xv; citing
a comment made by Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman
(1899-1981), Dean of Boston University’s Marsh
Chapel from 1953-65.
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Reflections

T H E F U T U R E of

by John Hinkle

A New Paradigm

I

want to thank the LDA for creating a new paradigm in
my life and my understanding of Sabbath, in many ways
reclaiming my Calvinistic roots.
Often I have seen the Sabbath in my ministry as work.
I was even taught that, as a minister, I would need to find
an alternate Sabbath—i.e., my own ‘day off’—other than
Sunday. Yet, in my time with the LDA, I have come to realize that such a narrative is a major part of the problem for
Sabbath, and Sabbath practice. While Sabbath is rest, it
is also worship, and we worship, not alone, but with and
within the Body of Christ.
Sabbath is Sunday. It is the seventh day. Theologian John
Calvin reminds us that there is only One in the audience:
we are all on the stage. Thus my role in worship is no different from those seated in the pews: we simply have different
parts to play in a glorious play.
Because of this change in my theological thinking, the
church I serve, First Presbyterian Church of Murfreesboro,
has become a Sabbath church. Once the benediction is
given we go home, to be with family and friends, seeking
rest after worship.
What do I see for the LDA for the next three years?
I first want to thank the Governance Committee for giving
the LDA a blueprint for the future. Living in that future, I
hope my leadership will help achieve, with the board, the
following:
1. A true rotation of the board, to be augmented with new
members.
2. In five years, three-quarters of the board, myself included,
will have graduated to the College of Elders.
3. The average age of the board will have dropped by
twenty years.
4. We will fill out the board to its full complement of 18
members. Having achieved one goal—splitting the Board
between a retired and supportive College of Elders, and
an active Board of Managers—we also need to strengthen the Board of Managers with new members, new ideas,
and a more diverse representation by race, region and
gender.
5. I am asking the governance committee to consider forming an Advisory Board, with voice but no vote, so that
when new board members arrive there is a collective history in place.
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6. While serving as President, I will pay for my own travel
to all meetings. (The Three Riders from the East did not
ask Mary and Joseph to reimburse their travel expenses.)
Whatever travel expenses I turn in, I will return back to
the LDA.
7. We will continue to use Zoom and other video conference
calling applications, especially those for smart phones,
to hear each others’ voices, and see their faces, going
forward. I will lead by example, in helping equip board
members for this. We may do well to buy everyone an
iPad, rather than paying for travel.
Reflecting back on the October Boston Conference,
I felt as if we were on the cusp of our hopes.
1. Positives: It was the best organized conference we have
had to date. It offered the most direct content, connected
to our objectives. The Ted Talks and follow-up discussions
were outstanding; it was the highlight of my time on the
board.
2. Negatives: a) We were a hundred people short. Even
fifty more people would have been a game changer. b)
I wonder if a weekday is best for hosting such a conference. c) I worry the conferences are simply for the board,
influenced by the board, with the whole board attending
just to fill the seats.
3. Technological Options: Conferences could be on
Facebook Live or Periscope so board members could
participate in the conference without leaving their
hometowns. This would save funds; the Board need not
travel to Boston to learn how to value the Sabbath.

T

By Floyd Craig, John Hinkle, Rodney Petersen, and David Sapp

he LDA/Association of
Theological Schools in the
USA and Canada (ATS)
committee met July 12-13.
The committee, made up of chair
Floyd Craig, LDA President John
Hinkle, and David Sapp and Rodney
Petersen, was hosted by Hinkle at
the First Presbyterian Church of
Murfreesboro, TN. The committee met
to study the transcripts resulting from
the Chicago meeting (April 6-7) of
Seminary Presidents and other School
of Theology leadership around the
question of “The Future of Sunday”
in American culture. The purpose
of the day-long colloquy in April
was to learn how the LDA can help
seminaries and divinity schools to give
emphasis to Sabbath/Sunday and to
discover ways the schools are currently
focusing upon the 4th Commandment.
The meeting in July was to prepare
recommendations to be presented to
the LDA Board meeting in October.
As US culture continues to secularize

and traditional times for Christian
worship are increasingly overtaken by
recreation, work, and house-holding
tasks, Sunday as a culturally protected
time for religious engagement
dissipates. Will the culture hold onto
any time for religious services in the
context of both secularization and
increasing religious diversity with
different holy days? In an era when
the privilege that was extended to
Christian practices is being withdrawn,
what does the future look like for
worshipping communities? What are
the implications of that future for the
ATS institutions that educate religious
leaders?
The LDA today is very distant from
its early twentieth century efforts to
advocate for legal or other protections
for Sunday. It is interested in the
direction that its programming and
advocacy should assume in the future.
Is the theological case for Sabbath a
personal case or does it rightly have
cultural dimensions? What is the

relationship of Sunday to a theological
understanding of Sabbath? What does
the profound societal change mean
for Christian communities and for the
theological education of pastors and
other religious leaders? Is Sunday, as
we have known it, becoming obsolete?
What are the effects upon patterns of
theological education?
In the coming months, the LDA
Board of Managers will be reviewing
the ideas raised at the April colloquy
with interest in LDA planning and
further interaction with seminary
education. Present at the discussion,
Professor Claire Wolfteich of Boston
University School of Theology,
identified 5 areas of concern that
resonated with other members of the
April discussion: Research, Teaching/
Curriculum, Spiritual Formation/
Development, Institutional Culture
and Practice, and Congregational
Partners.

Finally, we have to think and search for new ways to raise
funds, a task that may be beyond the LDA’s own in-house
abilities. I look forward to working with those assigned to
this task moving forward.
In closing, I ask that we all be in prayer about our relationship with the Association of Theological Schools: this
may be a path forward.
Newly-elected LDA Board President,
Rev. Dr. John Hinkle, (M.Div., Columbia
Theological Seminary, Decatur, GA) pastors
First Presbyterian Church of Murfreesboro,
and is an at-large member with a brief in
Finance of the national Presbyterian
Mission Board.
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by Peggy Hothem

1

In last Fall’s e-Sunday Magazine Dr. Hothem noted, in her article
on “Christian Faith and Leisure,” 1 that a projected increase in the use
of leisure time had not come to pass in the decades since she began
her research. Asked to reflect further on that observation, she has
responded with a thoughtful, well-referenced piece.

D

What
Happened
to
Leisure?
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oes the Christian experience of leisure differ from
the world’s experience of leisure? As I researched
and taught Recreation and Leisure Studies at Gordon
College, this was one of many questions I asked my students. It
was once predicted that technology would give us more time to
enjoy leisure. But in the past 30 years, society has been moving
at an even faster pace.
I wonder what happened to leisure?
As the 1970’s technological revolution unfolded, sociologists predicted people would have more time for family life.
They based these projections on a social paradigm philosopher Bertrand Russell described in his 1932 essay “In Praise of
Idleness.”2 With some political intervention and technological
improvement, Russel thought society’s needs could still be met,
even if the work week were halved: idle free time would be
highly esteemed. He said, “Above all, there will be happiness
and joy of life, instead of frayed nerves, weariness, and dyspepsia.” 3 But this world of less work and more free time never
appeared. Russel’s idyllic prediction disregarded one aspect of
human sinfulness. Desiring to be god-like, idolizing our own
importance, we have taken on too many tasks while secretly
vaunting ourselves for our resultant frenetic lifestyles.4
Hyperactive people living in a hyperactive culture, we thus
idolize work.5 A high-stress lifestyle, seemingly central to
American society, overtakes people of faith as well. Both a tendency to over-work and a more aggressive pursuit of recreational activities and experiences overwhelm our good intentions. Far
from being restful, such avidity denies recreation the very peacefulness it is meant to accomplish.
From a different, more spiritual perspective, German philosopher Joseph Pieper called leisure an internal, spiritual attitude of
freedom, peace, contentment, and surrender in the first (1952)
edition of his classic book, Leisure, the Basis of Culture.6 Still in
print, with at least two subsequent translations, leisure educators still cite his work as expressing an ideal rooted in Aristolelian
philosophy and Aquinian theology. 7
But what has happened to leisure, either as free time according to Russell, or a spiritual, internal state of being, according
to Pieper? In 2007, economist Linda Nazareth predicted in The
Leisure Economy 8 that a leisure boom was on the horizon.
Millennials, having grown up with many recreational options
would expect no less in adulthood; baby boomers living longer, more active lives would want to maximize their retirement
experiences. Nazareth, echoing others, forecast that the desire
of such large segments of the population, passionately seeking
more satisfying leisure experiences, would lead to an ‘experience
economy,”9 and that “the experience economy is only going to

God rested to enjoy His creation,
and therefore, we rest to enjoy God
and His creation.
go into overdrive.” She identified the leisure economy with
the experience economy: more people enjoyed fine dining,
travel, entertainment, sporting events, personal health and
beauty services, cultural arts events, and outdoor adventures;
family life revolved more intensely around youth sports and a
plethora of co-curricular activities.
So, once again, what happened to leisure? Sadly, in this
hectic pursuit of more ‘leisure experiences’—and prompted,
I believe, by our tendency to over-work—I must also ask,
“What is happening to our souls?” So many, even myself
at times, find our souls stripped of the contented rest that
delights God (Isaiah 58:13-14). We have an abundance of
‘experience opportunities.’ But when we will be satiated?
What happens to the leisure that comes from slowing down,
breathing deeply, just resting in God?
This leisure, that glorifies God in rest, I call “holy leisure.”
This is not a new concept; throughout the ages, holy leisure
was seen as a virtue. Early theologians and church leaders,
appreciating the disciplined use of holy time for reflection
and worship, saw busyness as sin. Trying to bring rhythms
of work and rest into perspective, Augustine called it otium
sanctum.10 The church today can learn from all those who
have walked before, living ALL of life under the Lordship of
Christ—including our leisure. Holy leisure may both restore
one’s own physical, emotional, and spiritual health, and contribute toward family, church and community unity.
We pray “Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth
as it is in heaven.”11 How can this prayer be reflected in our
understanding, reception, and enjoyment of leisure? It starts
first with entering into Sabbath rest, not in a dogmatic legalistic way, but with a receptive posture. We recognize and
worship God, who created us in His image, as Creator. God
rested to enjoy His creation, and therefore, we rest to enjoy
God and His creation. As we receive the gift of holy leisure,
we are reminded of God’s infinite love for us through Jesus.

As we fall in love with the Creator who desires to give us
this gift, that love spreads to others. It is not hoarded, rather
we freely give what we have received: praise, grace, contentment, freedom, and love.12 Our time is not ours to own, but
to give. This is where we find true holy leisure.
1 Dr. Hothem, (emerita, Gordon College, Wenham, MA) is
a member of the LDA Board of Managers. A brief article
on this topic appeared in the Fall 2016 Sunday Magazine.
(e-Sunday Magazine vol. 103, no. 2, Fall, 2016, p. 18).
2 Russel, B., “In Praise of Idleness,” Harper’s Magazine, 1932.;
In Praise of Idleness…, (London: Allyn & Unwin,) 1935;
repub. Routledge Classics, vol. 36, 2004.
3 Ibid., see p. 14 in the Routledge/2004 edition.
4 In Mtw. 7:16 and Jms 2:24 some see a type of spiritual
pride, to be avoided, in ‘works righteousness’ (one’s own
efforts, vs. divine action in their lives, makes them holy). The
Holy Bible…KJV, (Iowa Falls, IA: World Bible Pub.).
5 See the interview with Rev. Dr. Harvey Cox (this issue, pp.
16-20) on the topic of his recent book, The Market as God,
(Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press), 2016, which focuses on
this theme in particular.
6 See the passage from his book on this view in the article
from last October’s presentation for the Boston Regenerative
Sabbath Conference (e-Sunday Magazine vol. 103, no. 2,
Fall, 2016, p. 18).
7 Pieper, J., Muße und Kult. München:Kösel-Verlag, 1948; tr.
Dru, A., Leisure, the Basis of Culture, London: Faber & Faber,
1952; tr. Malsbary, G. (S. Bend: St. Augustine’s Press), 1998;
orig. ed. repub. (NYC: Ignatius Press), 2009.
8 Nazareth, L., The Leisure Economy: How Changing
Demographics, Economics, and Generational Attitudes Will
Reshape Our Lives and Our Industries (NYC: Wiley), 2007.
9 Pine II, J., Gilmore, J., “Welcome to the Experience
Economy,” The Harvard Business Review (July-Aug. 1998);
Frias, A., “Marketing in the Total Experience Economy,”
Forbes Magazine, (Oct 30, 2014).
10 Heintzman, P., “The Role of Leisure in the Christian Life:
A White Paper for the Christian Society of Kinesiology
& Leisure Studies,” Sp. 2014; Humphries, T. L., Ascetic
Pneumatology from John Cassian to Gregory the Great,
(Oxford Univ. Press), 2013, p. 183.
11 The Holy Bible, ibid., Matthew 6:10.
12 Jesus’ priestly prayer at the end of John’s gospel, echoes
this: “Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not
as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be
troubled, neither let it be afraid.” Ibid., John 14:27.
Dr. Peggy Hothem, Ed.D., Professor Emerita of
Recreation and Leisure Studies at Gordon College,
studies the philosophical and cultural integration
of leisure, work, time, family and quality of life
issues. She has received the O'Brien Humanitarian
Award from the MA Recreation and Park Association
(MRPA) with a citation for lifetime achievement.
She explores psychological and sociological dimensions of leisure,
seeking a theological perspective on the role of labor and rest in
the life of faith.
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Access to— and exclusion from—

the sanctuarial, communal nature of Sabbath
may take many forms.1 Not all willing participants
are left outside by congregational choice, nor all
barriers easily breeched. For those marginalized
by physical and mental disabilities, seeing internal
structural and ceremonial requirements abridged,
like those described here, stir hope for more
creative inclusion in Sabbath celebrations.
Some blocks to participation are resolved by
important concrete efforts like installing an entry
ramp or handing out large-print service bulletins.
Here Ms. Gothelf shows how one individual was
helped to traverse impediments of a different kind:
the ritual gateway event required for full Sabbath
participation as an adult in a worshipping Jewish
community: the bat or bar mitzvah.

THE REGENERATIVE SABBATH

Inclusion and the Sabbath
by Jasmine Gothelf

Savannah, a 13-year old girl, was having behavioral problems
in her religious afterschool program. This, among other factors,
led to social exclusion and seriously low confidence around anything having to do with Torah, the Hebrew language, or Jewish
learning.
As she entered the year of study before her bat mitzvah,2
Savannah had tremendous self-doubt about whether she could
actually fulfill the requirements for becoming a Jewish adult.
Usually, this calls for learning a portion from the Torah, chanting this portion in Hebrew before the congregation, and giving
a teaching about the commentaries, or a theme in the text. All
these were things that Savannah was sure she could not do.
At the same time, she was also having serious trouble in her
secular middle school. All this, with some other personal factors,
led to a mental break for Savannah. She had to be removed from
school and hospitalized.
Leaving the hospital, the question of her bat mitzvah came up
again. This time, however, her synagogue community, the rabbis
and teachers, made two key decisions. First, they moved the date
from its original position to one that allowed Savannah time to
explore fully what it should mean to become a bat mitzvah.
Secondly, they completely changed the process. Instead of
insisting on her bat mitzvah looking like everyone else’s, no matter the impact on Savannah, the Temple community asked her to
study texts that touched her personally, with the expectation of
serious support and teaching as an end-product.
Savannah spent the next nine months studying her favorite
rock bands’ song lyrics alongside stories and Torah commentaries.
She also produced a graphic novel, distributed at the service, as
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a teaching on that week’s Torah portion, using the same rock band
lyrics with a few choice headlines from the story of the Golden Calf.
Simultaneously respecting and valuing Savannah’s whole self, her
teachers took what mattered to her. They applied values common
to bat mitzvah preparation to her study, preserving the bat mitzvah’s
essential rôle of serious learning, coupled with presenting oneself to
the community as a Jewish adult and teacher.
Socially ostracized as she grew up, Savannah had reached a crisis
of identity. Bringing her back into the congregational fold via this
milestone, the leaders of the synagogue essentially said to her, “We
want you, all of you, exactly as you are.” They let her decide what
her identity was, what her place would be, and how to present herself proudly to the congregation.
Rather than force her to fulfill the bat mitzvah requirements exactly as prescribed, so it all “looked right on the outside,” they made
their congregation a place where Savannah could be Savannah: an
inclusive environment that acknowledged her mental health issues,
and valued the work she had done to gain stability in her life.
Of 63,780,000 Americans nationwide, one in five has a disability.
That equals 1,349,000 people living in Massachusetts. It’s a unique
minority: anyone can join, at any moment. Disability does not discriminate based on race, gender, or religious affiliation. It does, however, mean you are significantly more likely to be poor.
The Ruderman Family Foundation thinks that inclusion of people
with disabilities is critical to building a just society. Notice I did not
say ‘good,’ or ‘kind,’ or ‘charitable.’ Inclusion is a social justice issue,
and a matter of human rights. We work on promoting inclusion,
offering a few guiding principles:
1. We have a holistic approach. We look to effect change
throughout a person’s lifetime, from life’s beginning, in birth,
to its ending, in death.
2. When we all work to implement inclusion of people with
disabilities in our churches, synagogues, and mosques, those
changes emanate out to the other communities we touch.
3. We aim to reach a critical mass of people. Each and every one
of you—of us—is a potentially significant agent of change.
4. We view inclusion as a global concept, woven into all parts
of our society. Not one of our institutions is morally exempt
from considering how better to serve the full spectrum of its
community members.
I invite you to join me for a conversation about the inclusion of
people with disabilities in our churches, schools, mosques, synagogues, and other institutions. We can discuss the milestones that
mark time in a person’s life—like Savannah’s bat mitzvah. We can
think of ways to reach a critical mass of change-makers. We can
imagine how to transform every aspect of our society to be fully
inclusive.

When we all work
to implement
inclusion of people
with disabilities
in our churches,
synagogues,
and mosques,
those changes
emanate out
to the other
communities
we touch.

Jasmine Gothelf worked
as a research assistant
at Brandeis University,
earned a dual JD-LLM
degree in France,
and interned at the
United Nations before
beginning her work at the
Ruderman Foundation as
an advocate for access
and the social inclusion
of differently-abled
individuals.

1 Rev. White-Hammond (p. 10) and Rabbi Waldoks (p. 14) also refer to Heschel in the Fall

2016 eSunday Magazine vol. 103 no. 2; many others commenting on these issues also find
common threads within his work.
2 A Jewish child approaching their 13th birthday prepares for their bar (“son,” for boys) or
bat (“daughter,” for girls) mitzvah. Completing this ceremony enrolls them as adults in
the community, with certain rights and obligations.
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The
Market
as God

There’s a kind of worth that children have, that houses have,
even, that people have—that the Earth has—the sky, the lakes—
that are not just dictated by what it will sell for.
RLP: Harvey, you have a gift for writing the right book at the right time.
I’m thinking of your debut book,
The Secular City, in 1965;1 then Fire
From Heaven, with Eldin Villifañe in
1994;2 When Jesus Came to Harvard,
in 2004,3 The Future of Faith in
2009 4 —and there are a number of
other books we could talk about.5
So, is this the right moment for “The
Market as God,”6 in 2016?
HC: It’s not only the right moment,
it may even be a little late, I think I
should have gotten onto that topic a
few years earlier. But it is the last possible moment to deal with this, what
Pope Francis calls, the “new idolatry.”
RLP: Can you say more about that?
HC: One of the things that spurred
me onward in writing this book,
although I’d already started thinking about it and making notes, was
that Pope Francis, when he issued
his Apostolic Exortation, “Joy of the
Gospel,”7 where he talks about the
question of “Why, if the Gospel is
supposed to be good news, don’t
Christians seem so joyful? There’s a
lot of dour solemnity and even a kind
of depression hanging around. Why
is that?” Then he goes on—and I
think it’s a brilliant analysis—and says
that we’re all in the grip of this new
idolatry.

An Interview with Rev. Dr. Harvey Cox,
Hollis Research Professor, emeritus,
of the Harvard Divinity School
By Rodney Petersen

He calls it the return of the Golden
Calf 8 —the replacement of money
and materialism at the apex of our
value system. So that it becomes in
effect the operative God of our lives
and our cultures. And that that is a
sure way to stimulate depression,
rivalry, suspicion of each other; division, competitiveness, and therefore
anything that’s just the opposite of
what the Gospel promises.
RLP: You write about The Market as
God. As I read the book, it almost
reads like a church history.
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HC: Alas, it is!
RLP: I was struck by that. If correct,
is that because of your training as a
theologian, or are there things about
theology as a discipline that cross
into other disciplines, like economics?
HC: Well, they do (cross over). As
you know, the interaction—often
tension—between the realm of economics and business and market,
and Christianity—from the very earliest days, has been there in different
expressions.
Sometimes they’ve cohered, sometimes they’ve been in real opposition
to each other. And we’ve had some
periods in which Christianity has
played a very important role in disciplining, or critiquing a market-based
value system: these periods come
and go. The Social Gospel period in
American religious history; 9 the rise
of Liberation Theology, and now the
rise of what Francis calls the “theology of the people,” which is a variety
of Liberation Theology—and there
have been other periods.
Augustine and his opponents, and
then the rise of the monastic movement: an enormously important
movement in Christian history was
basically a protest against the materialization of the Western church and
the placement of material values at
the apex of the church. And they
said, “No, we shouldn’t go that
way,” so they had their own way of
doing it.
Some of the reformers talked about
that, especially some of the so-called
“radical reformers.”10 You can go
through all of Christian history with
this as your theme and it keeps coming up and coming up.
RLP: Let me ask another question.
You start the book out with reference
to the “Joy of the Gospel,” Evangelii

Gaudium 11 by Pope Francis I, then
with reference to “Praise Him,”
Laudato Si, by the same.12 Both of
Francis’ books were scored for their
criticism of consumerism and the
trickle-down economy.
So, my question is: Do you see
an emerging Catholic social doctrine, as under Leo XIII, with Rerum
Novarum?13 What does The Market
as God bring to the table? And why
do you, a Protestant, and Baptist
theologian, in this 500th year of the
Lutheran Reformation, dedicate this
book to Pope Francis?
HC: Ah, yes. Alright, let’s see. First of
all, I do think the history of Catholic
social teachings prepared the
ground, in many ways, and pointed
the way, for Pope Francis. He’s taken
a big stride beyond it, and his thinking should not be reduced just to
the categories of the previous social
teachings.
However, I do think there is a thread
that is running through there. Now,
theologically speaking, the biggest
contribution, I think, that Pope
Francis has made, is that he insists
that we should address the issue
of money, and the market, and
materialism, if you will, not just at
a moral level, which many of the
previous teachings have—on the
basis of natural law, of ethics, of
morality—he sees this as a theological
issue: a false theology, an ideology:
a “Golden Calf-ism,” if you would.
So that escalates the whole
discussion, into a realm where I think
it belongs. Because what the MarketGod does is to erect a worldview of
values and practices and attitudes
and lifestyles and life goals and so
on, which go into the making up
a religion. This is a fundamentally
religious question, a theological
question.
S p r i n g

Of course it has moral implications
and derivatives. But one of the
things I wanted to do in this book
was point that out, and to try to
tilt the future discussion a little bit
more in the direction of a theological critique of ‘market-ism,’ and not
just a moral critique. I have nothing
against the moral critique, I think
it’s very important. But to introduce
that element with some strength—
not just to introduce it, it’s been
introduced, but to strengthen it and
point it out.
RLP: Then we should thank you
that right in the opening part of the
book, you say:
“Pope Francis is drawing our collective attention to what has become
a powerful and all-encompassing
worldview, a vision of reality that
pulls everything into its orbit and
that should therefore be recognized
as a kind of religion.”14
Can you keep us talking about that
for a moment?
HC: Well, sure. I mean, one of the
things that one notices as you look
around and examine the workings
of our current culture, is how much
of it is driven by the profit motive.
Derek Bok, after he retired from
being President of Harvard, a few
years ago, the first thing he did was
to write a book about the university
and the market.
You may recall that. It was called
The Universities in the Marketplace,15
bewailing the influence on the
educational enterprise of universities
by the impact of market values,
and dollars-and-cents evaluations
of everything: curricula, faculty,
courses, the whole business…Look
at the healthcare system and what’s
happened to it as market values
have become predominant. And
don’t even think about sports—
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the professional sports, what’s
happened to the professional
sports? Or the entertainment
industry, all of that.
It seems to me, beyond any kind
of doubt, that the prevailing value
structure in all of these institutions
now is the bottom line. And
decisions are made on that basis:
one decision after another and that
leads to the next decision. So, if
you think of a religion as that series
of attitudes, institutions, practices
which enshrine and are dominated
by a particular value-center—
going back to Richard Niebuhr’s
language.16
And the value-center is the market. Now Richard Niebuhr was
concerned about other ‘centers
of value’ that were displacing the
place of God—and I think we should
worry about those, too—nationalism,
or racism, or others—but they pale
in significance behind or next to the
market.
RLP: Harvey, I attend a church with
more than a handful of bankers,
hedge fund managers, and money
people. What two or three lessons
would you like to tell them, as based
on this book, if you had a chance to
come to speak to a men’s and women’s group, at that church?
HC: You know, it’s interesting
that you asked the question that
way, because I was invited—
almost two years ago, now, as I
was just finishing this book—to
speak to an Adult Forum at a very
wealthy Congregational church in
Connecticut, by the minister, who
was a previous student of mine,
about this whole subject.
I was a little apprehensive, because
he said, just like you, “Now, you’re
going to be in a room with about
twenty-five people, twenty-two of
whom work in the finance industry,
one way and another. They’re bankers, they’re hedge fund managers,
they’re venture capitalists, all that.”
And I was really pretty apprehensive
about it.
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that word with them—Paul Tillich’s
idea that there are dimensions of
institutions which are essentially
negative, essentially destructive. And
they’re very powerful, more powerful
than individual decisions or wills.17
So, I would want to convey to a
group like that, as you mention, to
“Cheer up! Don’t feel that you’re in
a kind of bad, swampy mire. You’re
into a business among other businesses, which can have, and has
had, in the past, a positive contribution to make to the whole.”

To my surprise, these turned out
to be, first of all, some very highly
motivated people, and not just motivated by greed. They had gone into
this business—sure, in part, to make
some money, there’s no doubt about
it. But they saw the financial business
as one that could be directed toward
helping and sustaining small businesses or poor countries—it could
have positive functions as well.
And I think they were eager to be
reassured that the fact that they
were caught up in this mechanism
was not a mark on their character.
Because many of them felt that
they had gone into this with at least
some of their motivation being like
that of “do-gooders,” people using
the financial business as a way of
advancing humanity—the common
weal.
Then they found themselves caught
up in a kind of dynamic, a momentum that swept them along. They
found themselves making decisions,
faced with dilemmas in which they
felt trapped. It was not something of
their own doing, it was the structure
of the market system. Let’s put it
that way.
I think, referring to another one of
my favorite theologians, it was a
“demonic structure”—I didn’t use

Right now, it has been disto rted and
bloated, way beyond that, into such
a powerful status—unnaturally—I’d
put it that way—status, so that it
isn’t performing that kind of function. What we have is an increasing
division between rich and poor, and
we’re not overcoming that gap,
we’re widening that gap. And we still
have vast reaches of poverty around
the world, and inequality—what
Pope Francis calls a ‘globalization
of indifference,’ in which those of
us who are in the privileged, small
quadrant are largely indifferent
to the very, very huge number of
people who do not benefit from this
global system that we have—but
who might, if there were some theological and ethical convictions, and
the will to alter these institutions, so
that they become more the servants
rather than masters of the economy.
RLP: Well, you say that:
“I want to demonstrate that the
way the world economy operates
today is not simply ‘natural’ or
‘just the way things work,’ but is
shaped by a powerful and global
system of values and symbols that
can best be understood as an
ersatz religion.”
What do you mean by an ersatz
religion?
HC: Well, maybe it’s kind of old-fashioned language, but—I have enough
respect for religion, whether it’s my
religion, or your religion, or somebody else’s religion, to know what an

authentic, real, religion should be, as
opposed to one that is artificial.
RLP: “Frequently, ideas from the
realms of theology and economics are set against one another, like
the Efficient Market Hypothesis of
Eugene Fima,18 and the infallibility
of the Pope.” What do you mean by
that?
HC: Yes. Oh, I loved it when I discovered that. There’s this big discussion—you see, one of the things I
did when I was writing this book was
to spend some time in the [Harvard]
Business School Library—a fascinating place, I’d never spent much time
there—looking at business journals
and things like that. And one of
the debates I ran into was this idea
that’s called the “Efficient Market
Hypothesis.” I love the term.
It means that “What the market
says something is worth IS what it
is worth.” There’s no way to appeal
beyond that, that IS what it is worth.
RLP: Paper money is just paper….
HC: Yes. But—if you assign it a certain kind of worth, it’s worth that.
And so, what’s the point of having
an argument about the value of this
or that. We know what everything is
worth, because of what it will pull on
the market.
Now, that is contested, to some
extent, by other economists. But I
thought, “Wow, that sounds very
much like the doctrine of papal infallibility.” You know, maybe two centuries ago—before Papal Infallibility
was first announced, back in the
19th century—you didn’t have
to decide on something like the
Assumption.19
But after the infallibility teaching
came out, that was what was true: It
was: “Now, this is an infallible teaching, and you’re expected to give
credence to it.” Of course that was
contested, very heavily contested, in
Catholic history. There were some
Catholics who said, “Absolutely not,
that’s a bad move,” and there was

even a break—a couple of the segments of the Church at that time
broke away. But it seemed to me
strangely similar to this market theory of value.
When we all know, somehow intuitively, inside ourselves, that it isn’t
true. A small child is not worth what
you can get on the market for that
child. There’s a kind of worth that
children have, that houses have,
even, that people have—that the
Earth has—the sky, the lakes—that
are not just dictated by what it will
sell for. Which is really what they
mean: “What will it sell for?”
That’s how you know what something’s worth. If somebody doesn’t
buy it for that price, they say, “All
right, it’s not worth that.” It’s worth
what it will sell for on the market. It’s
the market way of deriving value.
And they take this a long way in
deciding on how much a human life
is worth, given medical uncertainties,
and all kinds of other things. There
is nothing—nothing, nothing—that
escapes the market definition of
value in this theory. Absolutely
nothing.
RLP: I’d like you to take those ideas
and wrap them around the question of Sabbath. One of the stories
or myths that shape Jewish and
Christian imagination as it relates to
economics is the Jubilee year—
HC: Right. Right.
RLP: …and the redistribution of
wealth that should characterize this.
How does this economic vision of
the Jubilee year relate to the religious
Sabbath?
HC: Right.
RLP: Do they relate, and will one
go the way of the other? That is,
will Sabbath overcome the material,
or will the material overcome the
Sabbath? And how does the Jubilee
year function as a kind of synecdoche, if I may use that word?
HC: Yeah. You know, I consider this
as something that I know at a certain
S p r i n g

level, and have been aware of. But
the more I’ve read and studied in
this field, the more I think that this is
the key. The Sabbath is the key institution that we’re talking about here,
as we relate the economy to all the
rest of life.
God says, “On the seventh day you
don’t work.” God rested on the seventh day—wants all the animals to
rest, wants all the plants to rest—servants—everybody rests. You don’t
work on the Sabbath day. And it’s
a recognition that productive work,
however important, is not the ultimate meaning in human life. There’s
something else. There’s a humane, a
human value to be sustained.
Now please note, that in the original
idea of Sabbath, it’s not, in quote, in
a narrow sense—it’s not a ‘religious
occasion.’ It doesn’t say, on the seventh day you should go to church,
you should go to the synagogue; it
says you shouldn’t work. You don’t
work on that day.
Now, it’s evolved in many ways since
then. However, its original purpose
was deeply humanistic, to preserve
an element in human life that is not
subject to the market values and
work-produced values of the rest of
the week. There it is.
Karl Barth makes a very big deal
about the Sabbath in his writings,
and the idea that the Sabbath is
really—should be the first day of
the week—the First Day. And then
you kind of go into the rest of the
week—he says, it’s kind of like running down a hill…
RLP: …Shaped by a Sabbath
mentality.
HC: Exactly, shaped by that mentality. And so, then, what happens is,
over the course of Hebrew history,
you get the weekly Sabbath, utterly
and completely central, over many,
many centuries, millennia. Whatever
else they have done or not done,
Jews have maintained Shabbat as
something you just don’t give up.
Now they have celebrated in different ways, marked it in different
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degrees, and so on. But there it is.
And I am married to a practicing
Jewish woman, we have Shabbat
every week in this household. We
light the candles, we bless the wine
and the bread, and we say the
prayers. Now, we don’t stop working
completely—we try not to turn the
computers on, though we sometimes fail in that—nonetheless, as a
marker, as a reminder of the older
and underlying values of life, there’s
nothing that quite reminds you of
that.
There it is, every week, whether you
want it to come or not. There it is.
You know, Thursday’s over and now
there’s Friday evening. So, what happens then is, you get the seventh
day, and the seventh year, as a sabbath year.
And this enormously important institution, which is the Jubilee year--the
sabbath of Sabbaths—the 49th—
49th or 50th year, in which, according to the holy legislation—and
remember this is not the prophets
talking, this was part of Hebrew
law—according to that, you stop
collecting on mortgages. Mortgages
are cancelled. Obligatory service in
payment of debts: no, you go home
after that.
It was a recognition of the tendency
of wealth to accumulate—the innate
tendency of wealth to accumulate,
to the disadvantage of those who
were marginalized by the system.
And therefore you have—it’s almost
like a re-shuffling of the economy—
a New Deal, if you will—a reshuffling of the economy. Starting
over: almost a starting over of the
economy.
And it’s institutional, and it’s a recognition of the pattern of wealth to
accumulate itself, and the need for
an intervention in that process from
outside the economy, from outside.
So that it’s made more fair. And
those who have been abused and
marginalized, even impoverished, by
the existing system, get a chance to
start over.
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Editors note: In this segment of the
interview, Rev. Dr. Cox has discussed
interfaith viewpoints on economic
justice, the means by which the
market has deified itself, and the
affect this has on the daily lives of
faithful humans.
The upcoming Fall issue of Sunday
Magazine will carry the rest of the
interview, in which Dr. Cox discusses
responsible fiscal regulation, re-casts
Rev. Dr. Adam Smith as a prophet,
and brings up the Scriptural
warrants for the Jubilee Year.
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Dimensionally reflective, ecumenically
respectful, and deeply faithful, Rev. Dr.
Harvey Cox (Harvard Divinity School
Hollis Professor of Divinity, emeritus)
adds yet another provocative work to his
infectious, exuberant bibliography.

A Brief History
of SUNDAY from
the New Testament to
the New Creation

O

ften we hear people say
conversationally, “Thank
goodness for the weekend!” or “T.G.I.F.! Thank God It’s
Friday!” But these phrases are not
just colloquial thanksgivings: the
weekend as we observe it today
is not an offhand consequence
of secular happenstance. Instead,
Sunday as we know it is the result
of Biblical imperatives engaging
cultural and historical realities
over time. In A Brief History of
SUNDAY from the New Testament
to the New Creation, Rev. Dr.
Justo González, a retired historical theology professor and United
Methodist minister, recounts these
unfolding developments, studying civic calendrical changes and
international influences as well as
early religious writers. He suggests
that there is documentation enough to show that, by
the end of the 2nd c. CE, the Christian community had
begun both to call the day named for the Sun (in the
Roman and Greek calendrical systems) “the Lord’s Day”
and to refer to it as “the day of resurrection.” In simple,
assured terms he traces the historical, ecclesiastical, political, and social influences that have crafted our present
meaning of Sunday.1
Elements of prayer and rituals drawn from the Hebrew
Sabbath appeared early on, too, in celebrations of the
Christian Lord’s Day, or “Sunday.” The significance of
the Sabbath (seventh day of the week) and Sunday (the
first day of the week) came together for some writers,
who saw Sunday as prefiguring the coming eschatological Eighth Day of Creation, when Christ will return. The
theologian, the historian, or the simply curious will follow

González’s narrative with fascination, seeing how texts
and events from Genesis to the present have influenced
the ways we see and celebrate this day we call Sunday.
Throughout this annotated historical journey, we
are reminded of the adage, “the past is prelude to the
future.” We see the intriguing ways in which perceptions
and traditions of the Sabbath and of Sunday came to
be melded together. González lists the various ways we
understand and celebrate Sunday: focusing as he does
on the historical development of the Sacraments, and on
requirements for particular kinds of public and private
behavior on this sacred day, we are reminded of the
repetitive nature of history. The book recounts social and
political changes in the Christian tradition, too. From its
earliest gatherings, as a community of believers coming together
in private homes for a meal and
prayer, to its status as a state religion of the Roman Empire; from its
growth into a burgeoning international ecclesiastical hierarchy to the
pietistic and puritan legalisms of
the Reformation and the CounterReformation’s dramatic responses,
we find repeating over and over
again the issues many still struggle
with in today’s secular society.
An historical dialectic emerges,
between the gradual focus of a
worship cycle increasingly centered
on Sunday, and the ways that
Sunday itself influences worship.2
In reviewing the moral, civic and
ethical standards that have developed over the past two thousand
years, González also regards the
unfolding, yet consistent, future
of Sunday with optimism, inferring the possibility of a confluence
between sacred and secular mores. This book is for the
scholar and the saint in the pew, as well as the curious
reader who wishes better to understand how the weekend became a global phenomenon.
1González, J., A Brief History of Sunday from the New

Testament to the New Creation, (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans Pub. Co.), 2017. See Chapters 2-4, pp.
154-55. See also: Tally, The Origins of the Liturgical
Year, (NYC: Pueblo Press), 1986, and Pfatteicher, P.,
Journey into the Heart of God, (Oxford, UK: Oxford
Univ. Press), 2013.

2 Ibid, chapters 10-17. For historical changes from

the Reformation to the present, see Part 4, pp. 97
et passim.
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FOR LEADERS OF ADULT BIBLE STUDY and
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
DISCUSSIONS
on J. González’ Book,
A Brief History of SUNDAY from the New Testament to the New Creation
by Lenore Tucker & Donna LaRue
I. Purpose, Procedure, Methods and Means:
A. This study is meant to familiarize adult Bible students with Scripture verses cited in González’ book, and others
related to it. It may be done in 1-2 classes, or be run as an 8-weeks topical study unit.
B. The class will either be asked to read the whole book (150 pp.) beforehand and/or to read one or two
chapters at a time, (the subdivided outline below allows for either format).
C. The class will also read the review in this magazine as a basis for discussion by the time they reach the thirdfourth chapters, providing another basis for discussion. Other resources may be added.
D. By reading, discussion, and framing conclusions at the end of the unit students will absorb new information
about church history, and be able to summarize the resources and principles by which decisions are made, and
how those decisions influence individual and church growth.
II. Scripture Study: (Students may either look up the answers to these questions in advance, or do them in class.)
A. Find and list citations on the word ‘Sabbath’ in Hebrew Scriptures (OT) in a concordance.* Some books index
Scriptural citations (González does not), but you can begin your own list for later use.
B. Working from a Bible with cross-referenced notes,** look up two or three of the passages you found wherever
they are mentioned in the Christian Scriptures. How are they used similarly? Differently?
C. Following the directions in A-B above, do the same for “Lord’s Day,” and “First Day of the Week.” Compare
your findings to those for “Sabbath.” Discuss your conclusions about these words.
D. In González, look up Scripture citations on these pages: 9-10, 18-20, 24, 63-64, 71, 148. Which are related to
calendrical issues, which more broadly address the need of all for access to time set apart?
III. Studying González’ book, either completely; by parts (I-II-III-IV); or by chapter groupings:
A. Read the whole book over several weeks before the class starts. Look over the questions and try to answer
some of them yourself. Look up other materials that either reinforce or dispute his findings. You may want to
do one of its four parts each week (each has 3-5 chapters) then review before class.
B. If your group decides to read the book in shorter sections, try this subdivision: a) Intro-Chpt 3 (pp. viii-23); b)
Chpts 4-6 (pp. 24-47); c) Chpts 7-9 (pp. 48-66); d) Chpts 10-12 (pp. 67-96); e) Chpts 13-15 (pp. 97-132); f)
Chpts 16-17 (pp. 133-153); g) Epilogue: p. 153; h) Final overview/discussion
IV. Discussion Questions:
A. A church historian, González combines canonic Scriptural references with historically useful works that are not
necessarily received as binding. How/does this strengthen or weaken his study?
B. Chapter 10, p. 77, cites a commentary*** by an early British writer, “The Venerable Bede,” on Luke 6:12.
Notes 5 and 6 give citations in the Patrologia Latina, a group of texts compiled by the French historical
theologian Migne. Read/find a translation of one of these texts; compare with the Scripture verse in Luke. How
do Bede and other writers discuss Luke 6:12? Does this further the discussion?
C. Returning to the original question: Do you see issues about Sabbath/Saturday/Sunday in the same way as you
did before you began this study? Has your impression of these questions grown? How?
V. For More Study
A. The book gives a short annotated bibliography at the end. You might want to look at sections about Sunday
in the two books by T.L. Tally and P. Pfatteicher listed there. Compare with what González says, and with your
own Scriptural findings. Do any of them agree or disagree in specific ways?
B. Return to some of the concordance findings in section II A that you didn’t use originally. Do any of them strike
you as worth following up further, now? If so, how will you pursue them? Report your findings back to your
class.
* A concordance—a useful tool for advanced Scripture study—is an index of the verses using any given word, with the topic words
listed in alphabetical order. Your church library may already own one, or they can be found in most public libraries’ reference rooms.
You can copy out the pages for a given word, asking people to locate particular sources that you highlight in advance, or in class.
** A cross-referenced Bible has marginal and/or central-column notes for each verse showing other verses elsewhere in the Scriptures
that use a significant phrase or word. Another useful tool for Bible study worth owning, it is often also found in public libraries.
*** Scriptural commentaries have been written since the earliest days of Christian history. Such resources help spark discussion and
make us think more deeply and broadly about Biblical passages. Most are in English translation, but knowing the original language
helps you decide what you think of the passage overall, and whether you agree with its translator, or view something differently.
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Commitment
and Faith

L

by Joel La Rue Smith

ooking at the distinguished clergy and well-educated
folks speaking here, I wondered, “What am I doing
here?” Then I thought: I know that wherever I am,
I’m supposed to be there because God sent me.
I want to talk about commitment and faith. Things have
occurred in the streets with various police departments
recently: it hasn’t been easy for African-Americans. My faith
leads me to be committed, to see through all of life’s adversities and injustices, to bring beauty for ashes.
How can my gifts from God help in this situation? How
can I avoid turning on the tears, or becoming angry? How
can my training and faith turn it all around? There’s an easy
answer: when you are faithful you are committed to making
a change that comes from within yourself. It can be seen
by others, it can be exemplary; it can inspire, it can touch.
It can cause others to want to find out, “How is this person
enduring that?”
Looking around the room, I’m the only person who looks
like me. That’s not a big deal—but yet, it is: there should be
more people here who look like me. I often find myself in
this situation.
I play improvisational music, which led me to spirituality
in the first place. The music industry can be very unforgiving, very carnal, but that’s not all it is, and that’s not all
there is to improvisation. Improvisation is much like faith:
making something come alive that you don’t see or have a
physical feeling for, that you can’t fully embrace.
When I play music, it touches lives. I want to explore
how to keep doing that, in spite of whatever goes on in
my life that is difficult. I can’t stop embracing my gifts or
my responsibilities just because I wish I could be something
else.
To strengthen my character, I remind myself that—no
matter what happens—having courage, conviction, and
commitment will give me the energy I need to walk and not
faint. I know that. Often, that is inspiring in and of itself.
Amazing people don’t amaze us because they’ve had it
easy, and they’re just continuing in their easy-ness. No, we
often think, “That person is truly doing something amazing
because they’ve overcome incredible obstacles.”

One of the greatest examples was Jesus Christ, who
came up against actual tyranny, even physical efforts to
destroy his character. Yet he pushed forward and changed
the world. Thinking of him, I also think, “Well, you don’t
need a mega-church with a million people: he set the world
afire with just twelve people.”
Playing music, or orchestrating a piece, or trying to get
something done in my family, or even in the world, I find
we don’t need to think about numbers, we just need to
think about commitment.
All of us have different gifts. All of us have a different
journey. But all of us, if we really listen, are being called to
do something, to act. There’s no need to compare yourself
to someone else’s calling. What we really need to do is have
faith, and show each other—something. I’ve gained from
watching everyone else here speak, to see that we can do it
together. We can do it: we can basically change the world.
It’s a meditation. When I sit down and play music every
day, it’s a meditation, and it’s also an act of thanks. That
act of praise and thanks can be transferred into a commercialized vein—touching people so they want to buy things
(like music tracks). But it really is amazing what you can do
when you contemplate your gift and just see it as service.
So, I’d like to leave you with that thought: Don’t ignore
the beauty for ashes. It’s there for each one of us.
That’s why we use the word “passion.” Passion doesn’t
just mean fervor, there is a struggle. But there’s a great,
great, great, great outcome in all struggles, and I don’t
know anyone, whether you’re clergy, or just walking along
in your faith, or homeless, where you can’t at some point,
just by the sound of the wind or a beautiful flower, see and
hear the voice of God.
Joel La Rue Smith, Tufts’ Jazz Orchestra director since 1996, has
taken his students on tour in Cuba, Costa Rica, and the Czech
Republic, and has organized student CD recordings since 2006.
Mr. Smiths' own debut CD, “September's Child,” featuring several
original compositions, was released in the fall of 2008.
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